
Our four 
guiding principles:

 
Sustainable Use

Secure Supply

Efficient Treatment

Capacity Development
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German Water Partnership – 

The one-stop shop

In April 2008, private and public firms, research 

institutes and water sector associations and 

institutions teamed up with the support of 

federal ministries to found the “German Water 

Partnership” association. This network acts as  

a central coordination office for foreign clients 

and decision makers seeking German expertise 

in the water sector. 

The members of German Water Partnership  

are dedicated to a set of guiding values and 

common objectives when providing services  

to their interna tional clients and partners.  

German Water Partnership is the one-stop shop 

for individual solutions and quality services 

“Made in Germany”.

Put us to the test. We’ll identify  

the right partners for you – 

directly, precisely and competently!

BMWi Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy

AA Federal Foreign Office

BMUB  Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature  
Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety

BMBF Federal Ministry of Education and Research

BMZ   Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation  
and Development

Contact: 

German Water Partnership e. V. 

Reinhardtstr. 32 · 10117 Berlin 

GERMANY

www.germanwaterpartnership.de

Excellence in water technology 
and water management

Gateway to 
German Water Expertise

In cooperation  
with five federal ministries:



A common challenge

One of the core challenges for mankind – today and in the 

future – is the responsible handling of our water resources. 

The world’s growing population and the steadily increasing 

agricultural and industrial production clearly call for a 

highly efficient and sustainable use of our resources. 

In addition to the industrialised nations, developing 

countries and emerging markets particularly need efficient 

and innovative solutions in every area of water manage-

ment. German water management helps to address these 

challenges worldwide.

German excellence

The specific strength of the German water sector is based 

on its innovative, flexible and value-guided network of 

players, composed of highly specialised firms and institu-

tions along the entire value chain. German entrepreneurs, 

engineers, developers and researchers are used to working 

seamlessly in multi disciplinary consortia – always dedicated 

to delivering individually adapted, sustainable solutions. 

Apart from their state-of-the-art and technical know-how, 

one particular advantage of working with German players 

is their strength in designing integrated solutions. Product- 

integrated environmental protection and Integrated Water 

Resource Management (IWRM) are not distant goals but  

a reality in Germany today. Our customers and partners 

around the world can trust in our long-standing experience 

and integrated solutions.

This brand identifies our qualified members.

German Water Partnership is a network of excellence, 

composed of partners dedicated to a mutual set of values  

and objectives.

Guiding values

 › Quality

 › Innovation

› Flexibility

› Cooperation

› Responsibility

› Clean business

Common objectives in providing services for the 
utilisation of water resources 

› Sustainable use

› Secure supply

› Efficient treatment

› Capacity development

As a result, our international clients will benefit from  

highest quality engineering services, concerted and 
value guided action and cutting-edge technology.

In cooperation with five federal minist
rie

s

Universities and  
research institutes

Public and private 
companies

Associations and institutions  
in the area of water management

Member  
structure:

German Water Partnership
Your gateway to German excellence – 
direct,  precise and competent!


